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Cartographic scale definition geography
The distance ratio on the map to the correct ground distance This article is about the scale, nominal scale, main scale, representative fraction and scale factor of the map. Scale the bar on the map: Linear scale. Additional uses: Scale. Graphical or bar size. The map also usually gives the scale numerically (1:50,000, for example, means that a cm on the map means 50,000 cm of
real space, which is 500 meters) the bar scale is the nominal scale , expressed both 1cm = 6km and 1:600 000 (equivalent because 6km = 600 000cm) the scale of the scale is the distance on the map, which is filed at the distance on the ground. This simple concept is complicated by the curvature of the Earth's surface, which changes scaling through the map. Because of this
change, the concept of scale becomes meaningful in two different ways. The first way is the ratio of the size of the producing globe to the size of the Earth. The generating globe is a conceptual model on which the Earth has shrunk and from which the map is projected. The ratio of the size of the Earth to the size of the generating sphere is called a nominal scale (= main scale =
representative fraction). Many maps specify the nominal scale and can even display a bar scale (sometimes called a scale) to represent it. The second different concept of scale refers to the change in scale on the scale. This is the ratio of the scale of the mapped point to the nominal scale. In this case, the scale represents the scale factor (= point scale = specific scale). If the
region of the map is small enough to ignore the curvature of the Earth, for example, in a city plan, a single value can be used as a scale without causing measurement errors. For maps that have larger areas or the entire Earth, the map scale can be less useful or even useless for measuring distances. The map projection becomes critical in understanding how the scale changes
on the map. [1] [2] If the scale changes appreciably, it can be accounted for as a scaling factor. Tissot's indicatorrix is often used to illustrate changes in the point scale on the map. History The basics of quantitative map sizing date back to ancient China, with textual evidence that the idea of map sizing was interpreted in the second century BC. Ancient Chinese surveyors and
cartologists have come up with abundant technical resources, such as counting rods, carpenter's square, vertical lines, compasses for drawing circles, and tubes to measure disposition. The reference frames to identify the locations, which promote an emerging coordinate system, were referred to by ancient Chinese astronomers, who divided the sky into different sectors or lunar
huts. [3] Chinese cartography and geographer Pei Xiu created a series of large area maps during the Three Kingdoms period, drawn on a scale. It has created principles that consistent scaling, directional measurements and modification of surveying on mapped terrain. [3] Terminology of scales Representation of scale scaling The expression of map scales can be expressed in
sentences (lexical scales), in proportion, or as fractions. Examples include one centimeter to one hundred meters or 1:10,000 or 1/10,000 from an inch to a mile, or 1:63,360 or 1/63,360 a centimeter a thousand kilometers or 1:100,000,000 or 1/100,000. (The ratio is usually abbreviated to 1:100M) Band scale vs lexical scale In addition to the above many maps carry one or more
(graphic) bar scales. Some modern British maps, for example, have three lane scales, all of which are kilometres, miles and nautical miles away. The lexical scale of a language known to the user may be easier by visualization than by a ratio: if the scale is one inch to two miles, and the map user can see the two villages, which are about two inches away from the map, it is easy to
figure out that the villages are about four miles apart on the ground. The lexical scale can cause problems if expressed in a language that the user does not understand, or in outdated or poorly defined units. For example, a scale of one inch per furlong (1:7920) will be understood by many older people in countries where imperial units used to be taught in schools. But the scale of a
pouce in a league can be about 1:144,000, depending on the cartologist's choice of the many possible definitions of the league, and only a minority of modern users are familiar with the units used. Large, medium-sized, small-scale contrast for a spatial scale. The map is small, large or sometimes medium-sized. Small size refers to world maps or maps of large regions such as
continents or large nations. In other words, they show a large area of land with a small space. They are called small scale because the representative fraction is relatively small. Large maps show smaller areas in more detail, such as county maps or city plans. Such maps are called large in size, since the representative fraction is relatively large. For example, a city plan, which is a
large-scale map, might be on a scale of 1:10,000, while a world map, which is a small map, could be on a scale of 1:100,000,000. The following table describes the ranges that characterise these scales, but is not considered authoritative because there is no standard: Classification range Examples of large-scale 1:0 to 1:600,000 1:0.00001 virus maps; 1:5,000 on the pedestrian
map of the city of medium size 1:600,000 - 1:2,000,000 Map of a country on a small scale 1:2 million - 1:∞ 1:50 million on the world map; 1:1021 for the map of the galaxy Terms are sometimes used in absolute terms of the table, but other times in relative terms. For example, a map reader whose work refer to the 1:500,000 map as small scale for large maps (shown in the table
above). In English, the large-scale word is often used as an expansive word. However, as mentioned above, cartologists use large-scale to read less extensive maps - those that show a smaller area. Maps that show an extensive area of small-scale maps. This can cause confusion. Scaling variations Mapping large areas causes noticeable distortions as it significantly fuses the
curved surface of the earth. The distributed mode of distortion depends on the map projection. The scale changes on the map, and the specified map scale is just an approximate. This will be discussed in detail below. Large-scale maps of curvature neglected the region over which the Earth is considered flat accuracy of the survey measurements. If measured only to the nearest
metre, the curvature of the Earth is not detected on an east-west line of approximately 100 kilometres and approximately 80 km (45 degrees latitude). If measured at the nearest 1 millimetre (0.039 in), the curvature is not detected over a meridian distance of approximately 10 km and on an east-west line of approximately 8 km. [4] Thus, a New York plan that is one meter accurate
or a millimeter construction plan would meet the above conditions in order to neglect curvature. They can be handled by flat earth and mapped by scale drawings in which the two points at the same distance in the drawing are at the same distance on the ground. Real earth distances are calculated by measure the distance on the map and multiply by the inverse of the scale
fraction, or equivalent, simply by separators to transfer the distance between the points on the map to a bar scale on the map. Height reduction This section needs to be enlared. It can help add. (August 2014) The change in height from the ground to the surface of the sphere or ellipse also changes the scale of distance measurements. [5] Point scale (or specific scale) See also
Map Projection § Scale As evidenced by Gauss Teorema's Egregium, a sphere (or ellipsoid) cannot be projected on a plane without distortion. This is often illustrated by the insanity of the orange peel, which cannot be smoothed to a flat surface without tearing and deforming. The only real representation of a sphere on a constant scale is another sphere like the globe. Given the
limited practical size of globes, we need to use maps for detailed mapping. Maps require projections. Projection means distortion: Constant separation on the map does not correspond to permanent separation on the ground. Although the map may display a graphical bar scale, the scale should be used to understand that it will only be accurate in a few rows of the map. (This in
the examples in the following sections.) Make P a point on φ (\displaystyle \varphi} and longitude δ {\displaystyle \lambda} on the sphere (or ellipse). Make Q an adjacent point and let α {\displaystyle \alpha} be the angle between the PQ element and the P meridian: this angle is the azimuth angle of the PQ element. P' and Q' should be the appropriate points on the projection. The
angle between the direction P'Q' and the projection of the meridian β the direction {\displaystyle \beta } . Usually α ≠ β {\displaystyle \alpha eq \beta } . Note: this exact difference between azimuth (on the Earth's surface) and bearing (on the map) is not universally observed, many writers use the terms almost interchangeably. Definition: at P, the dot scale is the ratio of P'Q' and
PQ to two distances within the limit of Q p. This μ ( λ, φ, α ) = lim Q → P ' Q ' Q Q , {\displaystyle \mu (\lambda ,\\varphi ,\\alpha )=\lim _{Q\to P}{\frac {P'Q'}{PQ}{PQ}} where the mark indicates the p position of the dot scale and the direction of the PQ element. Definition: if P and Q lie on the same meridian ( α = 0 ) {\displaystyle (\alpha =0)} , the meridian scale is denoted by h ( λ ,
φ ) (\displaystyle h(\lambda ,\,\varphi )} Definition: if P and Q lie in the same parallel ( α = π / 2 ) {\displaystyle (\alpha =\pi /2)} , the parallel scale is denoted by k ( λ , φ ) (\displaystyle k(\lambda ,\,\varphi )} Definition: if the point scale depends only on the position, not the direction, it is said to be isotropic and traditionally indicates its value with a parallel scale factor of k ( λ , φ ).
Definition: The map projection is appropriate if the angle between the lines intersecting at point P is the same as the angle between the projected lines in point P for all pairs of lines intersecting in point P. The conform map has an isottropic scale factor. In contrast, isottropic scale factors on the map mean proper projection. Isotope scale means that small elements are stretched
equally in all directions so that the shape of a small element is preserved. It is the property of ortomorfism (from the Greek better form). A small rating means that for some measurement accuracy there is no change in the scale factor imitated relative to the element. Because conform projections have an isotropic scale factor, they are also called orthomorphic projections. For
example, the Mercator projection is correct because it is designed to preserve angles, its scale factor is isotopic, only a function of width: Mercator retains the shape in small regions. Definition: on a conform projection with an isottropic scale, points with the same scale value can be connected isotope lines. They are not depicted on maps for end users, but they are typical of many
of the standard texts. (See Snyder[1] pages 203-206.) The representative fraction (RF) or main scale Two conventions are used to determine the equations of the projection. For example, the equal rectangular cylindrical projection can be written as a cartologist: x = δ {\displaystyle x=a\lambda } y = a φ {\displaystyle y=a\varphi } mathematicians: x = δ =displaystyle x=\lambda } y =
φ =\displaystyle y=\varphi } Here we accept the first such convention (after using Snyder's surveys). It is clear that the projection equations above determine the positions on a huge cylinder that is around the Earth and then unranished. We say that these coordinates determine the projection map, which should be logically distinguished from the actual printed (or viewed) maps. If
the point scale definition in the previous section is in terms of the projection map, you can expect the scale factors to be close to the unit. In normal tangential cylindrical projections, the scale along the equator is k=1, and usually the scale changes as we move away from the equator. Size analysis is the test of changes in k on the projection map, away from the true value of the
unit. Actual printed maps are produced from the projection map using a constant scale, indicated by 1:100M (for whole world maps) or 1:10000 (for example, city plans). In order to confuse the use of the word scale, this constant fraction of scale is called the representative fraction (RF) of the printed map and must be identified together with the ratio printed on the map. The actual
printed map coordinates of the equal rectangular cylindrical projection are printed on: x = ( R F ) λ {\displaystyle x=(RF)a\lambda } y = ( R F ) φ {\displaystyle y=(RF)a\varphi } This convention allows a clear distinction between internal projection scaling and reduction scaling. From this point on, we ignore rf and work with the projection map. Show the point scale: Tissot indicatrix
Main article: Tissot indicatrix With tissot deformation of the Winkel triple projection, a small circle on the earth's surface, φ in the middle of latitude P, the latitude φ (\displaystyle \varphi } and longitude δ {\displaystyle \lambda } . Because the point scale varies depending on position and direction, the projection of the circle is distorted. Tissot proved that until the distortion is too
large, the circle becomes an ellipse on the projection. The size, shape, and orientation of the ellipse usually change over the projection. Overselling these distortion ellipses on the map conveys the way the point scale changes on the map. Distortion tissot-i indicatrix. The example shown here is the Winkel triple projection, the standard projection of world maps made by the
National Geographic Society. The smallest distortion is on the central meridian at latitude 30 degrees (north and south). (Other examples[6][7]). Point scale for normal cylindrical projections of the sphere The key to quantitative understanding of the scale is to consider an infinitely significant element on the sphere. The figure shows a P point at φ latitude of the sphere at the latitude
of {\displaystyle \varphi} and longitude δ {\displaystyle \lambda}. Point Q is at φ latitude φ + δ φ +\displaystyle \varphi +\delta \varphi } and λ + δ λ {\displaystyle \lambda +\delta \lambda }. The PK and MQ lines are δ φ long methyl arcs of {\displaystyle a\,\delta \varphi}, where {\displaystyle a} is the radius of the sphere and φ is at the radius (\displaystyle \varphi}. Curves of parallel
circles (cos  φ), δ λ (\\displaystyle (a\cos \varphi )\delta \lambda } λ (\displaystyle \lambda } in radian moderation. For projections of the point property of the projection at P, it is sufficient to take an infinitely significant element of the surface pmqk: at the Q-border approaching P, such an element is prone to an infinitely small flat rectangle. Infinitesimal elements on the sphere and a
normal cylindrical projection The normal cylindrical projections of the sphere x = δ {\displaystyle x=a\lambda } and y {\displaystyle y} are only equal to the width function. Therefore, the pmqk infinitesim element of the sphere projects on an infinitely significant P'M'Q'K element, which is an exact rectangle based on δ x = δ δ {\displaystyle \delta x=a\,\delta \lambda } and its height δ y
{\displaystyle \delta y} . By comparing the elements of the sphere with the projection, we can immediately deduce the expressions of the scale factors of parallelism and meridian. (The general handling of the scale can be found below.) parallel scale factor k = δ x a cos  φ δ δ = sec  φ {\displaystyle \quad k\;=\;{ \dfrac {\delta x}{a\cos \varphi \,\delta \,}}\sec \varphi \qquad \qquad {}}
meridian scale factor h = δ y a δ φ = y ' ( φ ) {\displaystyle \quad h\;=\{{ \dfrac {\delta y}{a\delta \varphi \,}}==\dfrac {y'(\varphi )}{a}}} Note that the parallel scale factor k = sec  φ {\displaystyle k=\sec \varphi } is independent of the definition of y ( φ ) (\displaystyle y(\varphi )} so it is the same for all normal cylindrical projections. It is worth noting that at latitude 30 degrees, the parallel
scale k = sec  30 ∘ = 2 / 3 = 1.15 {\displaystyle k=\\sec 30^{\circ }=2/{\sqrt {3}}=1.15} in step 4. 5 degrees on the parallel scale k = sec  45 ∘ = 2 = 1,414 {\displaystyle k=\sec 45^{\circ }={\sqrt {2}}=1,414} width 60 degrees on the parallel scale k =sec  ∘ = 2 {\displaystyle k=\sec 60^{\circ }=2} in the 80 degree width of the parallel scale k = sec  80 ∘ = 5.76 =displaystyle k=\sec 80^{\circ
}=5.76} parallel scale 8 At 5 degrees k = sec  85 ∘ = 11.5 {\displaystyle k=\sec 85^{\circ }=11.5} The following examples show three normal cylindrical projections, and in each case the change in scale and position and direction is shown in tissot's ijtika. Three examples of the normal cylindrical projection The equal rectangular projection With the deformation of the equal-distance
projection Tissot The equal rectangular projection,[1][2][4] plate carrée (french for flat square) or (somewhat misleadingly) the equal distance projection, x = λ = λ = a\displaystyle x=a\lambda ,} y = φ , {\displaystyle y=a\varphi ,} where {\displaystyle a} is the radius of the sphere, λ {\displaystyle \lambda } is the length of the central meridian of the projection (greenwich meridian is λ =
0 {\displaystyle \lambda =0}) and φ {\displaystyle \varphi } is the latitude. Note that λ {\displaystyle \lambda } and φ (\displaystyle \varphi } are in radian (the degree is multiplied by π {\displaystyle \pi } /180). The length of λ {\displaystyle \lambda } is in the range [ − π , π ] {\displaystyle [-\pi ,\pi ]} and latitude φ is in [1000display style \varphi) in [ − π / 2 , π / 2 ] {\displaystyle [-\pi /2,\pi
/2]} . Because y ' ( φ ) = 1 {\displaystyle y'(\varphi )=1} the previous section gives a parallel scale, k = δ x a cos  φ δ δ = sec  φ {\displaystyle \quad k\;=\{{ \dfrac {\delta x}{a\cos \varphi \,\delta \,}}=\,\sec \varphi \qquad \qquad {}} meridian scale h = δ y a δ φ = 1 {\displaystyle \quad h\;=\{. \dfrac {\delta y}{a\,\delta \varphi \,}}=\,1} To calculate the point scale in any direction, see the
addition. The diagram shows the Tissot indicatrix for this projection. At higher latitudes, circles are distorted into ellipses, which are given only in parallel directions: there is no distortion in the direction of the meridian. The ratio of the crankshaft to the small axis  φ {\displaystyle \sec \varphi } . It is clear that the area of the ellipse increases by the same factor. It is instructive to
consider using bar scales, which may appear on the printed version of the slideshow. The true (k=1) multiplication of the length of the scale on the equator, including the length of the printed map by the inverse of the RF (or main scale), gives the actual circumference of the Earth. The range of lanes on the map is also drawn on the real scale, so the distance between the two
points of the equator and the bar scale provides a sufficient distance between the Points. The same is true of meridian. In parallel with the equator, the scale sec  φ (\displaystyle \sec \varphi } so when separating it from parallelism with the lane scale, you need to divide the distance of the bar scale by this factor to obtain the distance between the dots parallel (which is not the real
distance along a large circle). On the 45-degree line ( β = 45 ∘ =\displaystyle \beta =45^{\circ }} , the scale changes continuously with the latitudes, and the selection along the line to the lane scale does not in any simple way give the distance associated with the real distance. (But see the supplement). Even if we could work the distance on this line the constant bearing
significance is questionable, since such a line of projection corresponds to an intricate curve in the sphere. For these reasons, lane scales on small-scale maps should be used with extreme caution. Mercator screening The Mercator projection with Tissot's deformation. (Distortion increases without restriction at higher latitudes) The Mercator projection of the sphere into a rectangle
(infinitely in y {\displaystyle y} -direction) using equations[1][2][4] x = λ {\displaystyle x=a\lambda \,} y = ln   [ π 4 + φ 2 ) ] {\displaystyle y=a\ln \left[\tan \left({\frac {\pi }{4}}+\frac {\varphi }{2}}\right)\right]} where, δ {\displaystyle \lambda \,} and φ {\displaystyle \varphi \ a .} compared to the previous example. Because y ' ( φ ) = one second  φ (\displaystyle y'(\varphi )=a\sec \varphi } is
the scale factors: parallel scale k = δ x a cos  φ δ δ = sec  φ . {\display style k\;=\; {\dfrac {\delta x}{a\cos \varphi \,\delta \,}}=\,\sec \varphi .} meridian scale h = δ y a δ φ = sec  φ . {\display style h\;=\; {\dfrac {\delta y}{a\,\delta \varphi \,}}=\,\sec \varphi .} The mathematical appendix shows that the arbitrary dot scale is also the same as the sec  φ {\displaystyle \sec \varphi } switch, so
the scale is isotropic (identical in all directions) and increases in size relative to the second in  φ (\displaystyle \sec \varphi } ). In the Tissot chart, each infinitely circular element retains its shape, but increases in width. Lambert's equal area projection of Lambert's normal cylindrical equal-area projection of Tissot's deformation with Lambert's equal projection forms the sphere on a
finlined rectangle with equations[1][2][4] x = δ y = a sin  φ =\displaystyle x=a\lambda \qquad \qquad=a\sin \varphi } if λ {\displaystyle \lambda } and φ {\displaystyle \varphi } are like in the previous example. Since y ' ( φ ) = cos  φ (\displaystyle y'(\varphi )=\cos \varphi } the scale factors are parallel scale k = δ x a cos  φ δ δ = sec  φ \quad k\;=\; {\dfrac {\delta x}{a\cos \varphi \,\delta
\,}}=\,\sec \varphi \qquad \qquad {}} meridian scale h = δ y a δ φ = cos δ φ  φ  φ &amp;\displaystyle \;=\\{{ \dfrac {\delta y}{a\,\delta \varphi \,}}=\,\cos \varphi } The point scale is calculated in any direction below. Vertical and horizontal scales now compensate for each other (hk=1), and in the Tissot diagram, all infinitely circular elements are distorted into an ellipse with the same area
as the equator's circles. Graphs of scale factors The graph shows the change in the scale factors of the three examples above. The top plot shows the isottropic Mercator scale function: the scale of the parallel is the same as the scale of the meridian. The other plots also show the meridian scale factor of the equirectangular (h=1) and lambert equal area projections. The latter two
projections have parallel scales, like the Mercator plot. For Lambert, note that the parallel scale (with mercator A) increases with the latitude part, and the meridian scale (C) decreases with the latitude so that the area is preserved hk=1. The mercator projection scale change The Mercator point scale unit on the equator is such that the auxiliary cylinder used to construct it is
tangential to earth at the equator. It should therefore be called the projection of the usual projection. The scale varies depending on latitude: k = sec  φ {\displaystyle k=\sec \varphi } . Since sec  φ (\displaystyle \sec \varphi) is heading to infinity as we approach the poles, the Mercator map is highly distorted at high latitudes, and therefore the projection is completely unsuitable for
world maps (unless we are talking about navigational and rhumb lines). However, at a width of approximately 25 degrees, sec  φ is set to  φ {\displaystyle \sec \varphi} about 1.1, so Mercator is 10% wide, focusing on the equator in a 50-degree width band. Narrower stripes are better: the tape width is 16 degrees (centered on the equator) accurate within 1% or 1 part 100. The
standard criterion for good large maps is that the accuracy must be within 4 parts in 10,000, or 0.04%, which corresponds to k = 1.0004 {\displaystyle k=1.0004}. Because sec  φ {\displaystyle \sec \varphi } reaches this value φ = 1.62 (\displaystyle \varphi = 1.62} degrees (see figure below, red line). Therefore, the projection of the tangent Mercator is very accurate in a 3.24-degree
wide band that is around the equator. This corresponds to a north-south distance of approximately 360 km. On this tape the Mercator is very good, very accurate and shape preservation because it is adequate (nail preservation). These observations encouraged the development of transverse Mercator forecasts in which meridian to get an accurate map within a narrow distance
from the meridian. Such maps are good for countries aligned almost from north to south (like Britain), and a set of 60 such maps are used for the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM). Note that in both projections (based on different ellipsoids), the transformation equations of x and y, as well as the expression of the scale factor, are complex functions at both latitude and
longitude levels. Change in the scale of the tangent (red) and secor (green) Mercator projections near the equator. Chariot, or modified, projections The basic idea of the secular projection is that the sphere is projected on a cylinder that intersects the sphere in two parallels, say φ 1 (\displaystyle \varphi _{1}} north to south. It is clear that the scale is now true at these latitudes,
while the parallels below these latitudes must be less than one of the contractions of the projection and their (parallel) scale factor. The result is that the deviation of the scale from the unit decreases over a wider range of latitudes. For example , one possible sequential Mercator projection is defined by x = 0.9996 a λ y = 0.9996 l n = tan  ( π 4 + φ 2 ) . {\displaystyle
x=0.9996a\lambda \qquad \qquad y=0.9996a\ln \left(\tan \left({\frac {\pi }{4}}+{\frac {\varphi }{2}}\right)\right).} Numerical multipliers do not change the shape of the projection, but this means that the factors of the scale are modified: secant Mercator scale, k = 0.9996 sec  φ . {\displaystyle \quad k\;=0.9996\sec \varphi .} Thus, the equator scale is 0.9996, scale k = 1 at the latitude
specified by φ 1 .\displaystyle \varphi _{1}}, where sec  φ 1 = 1 / 0.9996 = 1.00004 {\displaystyle \sec \varphi _{1}=1/0.9996=1.000004} to φ 1 = 1.62 =\displaystyle \varphi _{1}=1.62} degrees k=1.0004 to 2 .\displaystyle \varphi _{2}} width φ 2 ( 2 = 1.0004 / 0.9996 = 1.0008 = 1.0008 1.0008 = 1.0008 =1.0008) by  φ latitude φ 2 .\displaystyle \sec \varphi {2}
_{2}=1.0004/0.9996=1.00008 φ} Therefore, the slideshow is 1 &lt; k &lt; 1.0004 {\displaystyle 1&lt;k&lt;0004} , or 0.04%, in a wider band of 4.58 degrees (compared to 3.24 degrees of tangent form). This is illustrated by the bottom (green) curve in the previous section. In utm and the British OSGB projection, such high-precision narrow zones are used, both of which are chariots,
transverse Mercator on the ellipsoid, the scale on the central meridian constant k 0 = 0,9996 (0,9996) (0,9996) k_{0} . The isoscale lines k = 1 =\displaystyle k=1} are slightly curved lines approximately 180 km east and west of the central meridian. The maximum scale factor is 1,001 for UTM and 1.0007 for OSGB. The unit scale lines the width φ 1 {\displaystyle \varphi _{1}} (north
and south), where the cylindrical surface intersects the sphere, the standard parallel of the secant projection. While a narrow band | k − 1 | &lt; 0.0004 {\displaystyle |k-1|&lt;0.0004} is important for high-precision mapping on a large scale because world maps use much broader standard parallels to control the scale variant. For example, behrmann with standard parallels 30N, 30S.
Gall equals area with standard parallels 45N, 45S. The Lambert (green) and Gall (red) equal area forecasts change in scale. The latter's scale drawings are presented below in comparison with Lambert's equal area scale factors. In the latter, the equator is a single standard parallel, and the parallel scale increases from k=1 to compensate for the decrease in the meridian scale.
For Gall, the parallel scale decreases at the equator (k=0.707), while the meridian scale increases (k=1,414). This leads to severe distortion of the shape in the Shape-Peters projection. (In the world Africa is about as long as it is wide). Note that both meridian and parallel balances are units of standard parallels. Mathematical addition Infinitely image elements on the sphere and a
normal cylindrical projection To the normal cylindrical projection, the geometry of the infinitely clumsy elements gives (a) tan  α = cos  φ δ δ a δ φ , {\displaystyle {\text{(a)}}} \quad \tan \alpha ={\frac {a\cos \varphi \,\delta \lambda }{a\,\delta \varphi }},} (b) tan  β = δ x δ y = a δ λ δ y . {\displaystyle {\text{(b)}}\quad \tan \beta ={\frac {\delta x}{\delta y}}=\frac {a\,\delta \lambda }{\delta y}}.}
The β (c) tan α  β = one second  φ y ' ( φ ) tan  α . {\displaystyle {\text{(c)}}\quad \tan \beta ={\frac {a\sec \varphi }{y'(\varphi )}}\tan \alpha .\,} The Mercator projection y ' ( φ ) =  φ seconds (\displaystyle y'(\varphi )=a\sec \varphi } α = β =\displaystyle \alpha =\beta } : the angles are preserved. (Hardly surprising since this link used comes from Mercator). For equal distance and
Lambert projections, y ' ( φ ) = {\displaystyle y'(\varphi ) =a} and y ' ( φ ) = cos  φ {\displaystyle y'(\varphi)=a\cos \varphi }, Thus, α between {\displaystyle \alpha} and β {\displaystyle \beta } depends on the relationship between φ {\displaystyle \varphi}. Indicates the point scaling of P if the PQ infinitely clumsy element α an angle α {\displaystyle \alpha \,} angle with the meridian μ α .
{\displaystyle \mu _{\alpha }.} This is determined by the ratio of distances: μ α = lim Q → P P ' Q ' Q Q = lim Q → P δ x 2 + δ 2 a 2 δ φ 2 + a 2 cos 2  φ δ δ 2 . {\display style \mu _{\alpha -=\lim _{Q\to P}{\frac {P'Q'}{PQ}}=\lim _{Q\to P}{\frac {\sqrt {delta^{2}+\delta y^{2}}}\sqrt {a^{2}\\delta \varphi ^{2}+a^{2} \,\delta \lambda ^{2}}}}.} δ x = λ {\displaystyle \delta x=a\,\delta \lambda} and δ φ
{\displaystyle \delta \varphi} and δ y {\displaystyle \delta y} δ from equations (a) and (b) μ α gives ( φ ) = sec  φ [  α sin  β ] . {\displaystyle \mu _{\alpha }(\varphi )=\sec \varphi \left[{\frac {\sin \alpha }{\sin \beta }}\right].} For projections other than Mercator, you must first use β α {\displaystyle \alpha} and φ {\displaystyle \varphi } equation (c) before μ α can find μ α {\displaystyle \mu
_{\alpha }} . For example, the equal rectangular projection is y ' = {\displaystyle y'=a}, so the tan  β = sec  φ tan  α . {\displaystyle \tan \beta =\sec \varphi \tan \alpha .\,} When you consider the row of the projection constant fall β {\displaystyle \beta}, both the corresponding value of α {\displaystyle \alpha} and the scale factor along the line are complex functions of φ {\displaystyle
\varphi}. There is no easy way to pass a general finiless separation to a band scale and achieve meaningful results. Ratio symbol Although the colon is often used to express proportions, Unicode may also express a symbol specific to the proportions, slightly raising it to U+2236 ∶ RATIO (HTML &amp;#8758; · &amp;amp; ratio;). See also Wikimedia Commons provides media files
related to graphical scales. Scaling (analysis tool) Scaling (ratio) Scaling (geometry) Spatial scale references ^ a b c d e Snyder, John P. (1987). Map projections - The work manual. American Geological Survey Professional Paper 1395. United States Government Printing, Washington, D.C.This paper can be downloaded from USGS sites. It describes in detail most of the
forecasts, as well as the introductory parts, but does not derive from the first principles. All formulas for Mercator predictions are derived from Mercator Projections. ^ A b c d Flattening the Earth: Two Thousand Years of Map Projections, John P. Snyder, 1993, pp. 5-8, ISBN 0-226-76747-7. This survey has almost all known predictions from anti-ancient times to 1993. ^ a b Selin,
Helaine (2008). Encyclopaedia is a history of science, technology and medicine in non-Western cultures. Springer (released March 17, 2008). P. 567 ISBN 978-1402049606. ^ A b c d Osborne, Peter (2013), The Mercator Projections, doi:10.5281/zenodo.35392. (Add-ons: Maxima files and Latex code and numbers) ^ Archived copy (PDF). Archived the original (PDF) for 2014-0827. Retrieved 2014-08-26.CS1 maint: archived copy as address (link) ^ Examples Tissot's indicatrix. Some illustrations of the Tissot Indicatrix also refer to projections other than the usual cylindrical ones. ^ More examples of Tissot's indicatrix on Wikimedia Commons. Scan from:
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